GIVING CRYPTOCURRENCY TO MINISTRY
Bitcoin, Ethereum and Other Tax-Wise Gifts

Convert virtual investments into real, tax-wise Kingdom impact by giving cryptocurrency
to ministry!

Simple, Tax-Wise Giving

DONOR

You transfer your cryptocurrency into
Barnabas Foundation’s wallet.

Are you among the growing number of Christians
who have experienced fruitful investments in
Bitcoin, Ethereum or other cryptocurrency?
You have a smart and powerful way to support
your favorite ministries AND reduce your taxes!

Barnabas Foundation liquidates your gift
into U.S. dollars and can either send the
funds directly to ministry or place the
funds into your Stewards Fund account.

Cryptocurrency is subject to capital gains tax.
The more it grows in value, the more you will owe
when you sell it.
When, however, you give bitcoin or other
cryptocurrency to ministry,* you’ll receive an
immediate charitable deduction at the time of your
gift. You will also avoid the tax bill you would have
faced at the time of sale.

MINISTRY

STEWARDS
FUND

* You must have owned the cryptocurrency
for at least one year to be eligible for a full
charitable deduction.
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Benefits of Giving Cryptocurrency
•

Tax-wise. Receive a fair market value
tax deduction and eliminate any taxes
that you would have owed on the sale.

•

Convenient. Give in a substantial way
without affecting your cash flow.

•

Impactful. Because charities are exempt
from income taxes, the entirety of your
gift will go to ministry!

Crypto Giving Made Simple
Contact us for easy instructions on how to transfer
your gift to Barnabas Foundation.
We will convert your bitcoin or other
cryptocurrency into real U.S. dollars for your
favorite ministry, or we can transfer the funds into
your Stewards Fund (donor-advised fund) account.
Gifts That Pay Income
Cryptocurrency can be given to establish a
life income gift. You’ll receive an immediate
tax deduction at the time of your gift, and then
ongoing income for you and/or your loved ones.
When you no longer need the income, the
remainder of your gift will go to the ministry that
you have designated. It’s a win-win giving solution
for you and for God’s Kingdom!

Talk to a Planner
Is cryptocurrency the right giving option
for you?
A Barnabas Foundation planner can answer
your questions and help you develop a
charitable plan that honors God, cares for
your family and furthers the causes that
mean so much to you.
Learn more by calling 888.448.3040 or
email planning@BarnabasFoundation.com.
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